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Zombeavers (R.I.P. Fishy) the fly is the main character in the film. He is a young, college student who shares his home with multiple large, male houseflies. These flies are involved with some weird, and illegal, experimentation which uses a supposedly newly discovered
medication to create 'zombies'. One of the flies, Reuben, is forced to continue this experiment by creating more of the disease. Reuben has been working on creating a cure for the disease, although it doesnt seem to be working as well as he had hoped. Reuben meets a
girl named Summer at a bar, and later, at his university, and is smitten with her. Reuben and Summer travel to a post-apocalyptic near lake outside of New York City, where the isolated group of people have lived for over three decades, but the war-like conditions have
forced them to destroy the mountains around them and live in the wasteland that they have created. Reuben and Summer take up residence in a house and fall in love. Reubens cure, which he calls "Fishy" manages to create several healthy, new flies with the disease.

The title of the movie refers to the beaver-like creatures that inhabit the lake, and there are several scenes that are fish out of water gags. Otherwise, there is a surprising amount of blood and gore for a film that primarily involves the type of humor that hass been made
of for decades, but with the difference that here, even though it's somewhat similar, it's not played for laughs. The fact that there are such a large number of these fly-zombies roaming around, very much alive, adds a real thrill to the film. An excellent sequence of fly-

combat, complete with bursts of fire, is featured in the middle of the film. Zombeavers should be seen for its unique concept, interesting, believably-done acting, and effective, fly-centric storytelling. B-
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